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We shall give now a characterization of maximal ideal in the space R. For this aim we introduce the following definition. one point, say oc^ and a 2 , then I is properly contained in l(<Xj) or l(otg), violating the maximality of I. Theorem 2. If f^, f 2 ,...,f n e E are such that f fc (r) 4 0 (k=1,2,...,n) for re A(E), where is the Gelfand transform of f k and A(E) is the space of maximal ideals in B, then the ideal generated by f^..f n is a principal ideal.
We first prove the following lemma from which the proof of our theorem will follow.
Lemma. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity e. If x,| ,x 2 ,... ,x q e A, then either exist some re A( A) such that x k (r) = 0 (k=1,2,...,n) or there exist n y 1 .y 2 ».-»»y ri e A such that ) ' x k y k = e. k=1 Proof.
The elements of A are either singular or regular. If x^,x^,...,x n are all singular, then 0 e 6"(x k ), (k=1,2,...,n). We also know that if A has an identity, then for a e A 6(x) = $(x), where 2(x) is the range of x. Hence there exists some t e A(A) such that ^(r) = 0 (k=1,2,... ,n).
On the other hand, if x k (k=1,2,... ,n) are all regular, then for every x k (k=1,2,... ,n) we have one y k such that n x k y k = e * Heace it follows that y ' x k y k = e, where k=1 y 1 .y 2 ....,y n £ a .
Proof of Theorem 2. If the condition of Theorem 2 holds, then by the lemma we have elements g^gg,... ... ,g n £ R such that ^ (z) o g ( z ) + f 2 (z) ° g 2 (z) + ... + + f (z)og n (z) = e z . This shows that the ideal generated by f^,f 2 ,...,f n is nothing but the principal ideal generated by the identity element e z .
Coro llary. Any finite set f,j ,f 2 ,... ,f n for which f k (r) £ 0 (k=1,2,...,n), r e A(R), generates the ring E.
Proof.
As the ideal R is generated by the identity element e z and the ideal generated by f^,f 2 ,...,f n is the -268 -principal ideal generated by the identity ideal (e z ), so f n e R C^1» 2 »"«» 11 ) for which f k (r) 4 0, reA(E), generate the ring E. We consider now the set W = [f 6E |f(z) = 0 at a finite set of given points]. It is easy to see that W is an ideal in E. We shall prove that W is a closed set in E.
It is enough to prove that the set of functions which vanish at z = z Q , is closed. If f p -f, where f p e W, (p=1,2,...,n) is to be shown that f also vanish at z = z Q Now given £ > 0 we can find p Q such that ||fp -f|| < e for p > p Q i. e. < e' for p > p Q .
This, together with the result [2] that the convergence ia norm in E is equivalent to the uniform convergence in any finite circle of the complex plane, shows that f(z) = PO = y a n z11 e Hence W is closed. n=0
Proposition. W is a set of first category. Proof. We shall show that W is non-dense in E. If this is not true, then W contains a ball B whose centre is f Q . If f€ E is such that f(z Q ) £ 0, then f + Af does not vanish at z = z Q for X ^ 0. But since E is a normed linear space, we have ||Af|| -0 -as | % | -0. Hence for sufficiently small A, f + Afe W which is a contradiction. Hence W is non-dense in E. Now we shall consider the multipliers of H p into E, where H p is the Hardy class of functions [4J with pth Mean bounded.
Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence to be multuplier of H p into E is that A n = Ol n! -J where 0<p<1 . 
